E. Zachary Rans, Managing Partner of the Shutts & Bowen LLP Sarasota office, was recently quoted by *American Healthcare Leader* Magazine, in support of Sarasota Memorial Health Care System’s community involvement and the efforts made by their in-house counsel.

The article, titled “David Evans Supports the Community at Sarasota Memorial,” includes commentary from Associate Legal Officer David Evans, who oversees the operations and day-to-day community efforts of the health care system. Commenting on his approach to stakeholder partnerships, Zachary noted proactive communication regarding legal input and David’s ability to foster relationships of trust and respect, which has contributed to his success in his role.

To read the full article, click here.

According to the organization, *American Healthcare Leader* is the premier source for the latest in leadership, innovation, and policy, taking the pulse of the latest industry standards and developments in healthcare. Their publication reaches leaders across the healthcare spectrum, addressing how to effectively lead businesses amid the changes reshaping the industry, with a focus on strategy, leadership, impact and progress.

**About E. Zachary Rans**

E. Zachary Rans is the Managing Partner in the Sarasota office of Shutts & Bowen LLP, where he is a member of the Real Estate Practice Group.

Zach has been selected to the Florida Super Lawyers list since 2013 and has over 20 years of experience representing businesses and individuals in matters involving construction projects and the acquisition, development, leasing, and disposition of real estate. He routinely handles matters involving the negotiation and drafting of agreements related to project development, including design and construction agreements; real estate purchases and sales; commercial leasing; title insurance; real estate financing and construction financing; and, the negotiation and drafting of various other agreements for commercial transactions.
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